Duration of retinogenesis: its relationship to retinal organization in two cricetine rodents.
The Mongolian gerbil (Meriones unguiculatus) has a prolonged period of development relative to other muroid rodents. We have explored the consequences of this relatively long period of maturation on retinal cell number and topography by comparing the duration and topography of neurogenesis in the gerbil retina with that of a closely related species which develops rapidly, the Syrian hamster (Mesocricetus auratus) (Sengelaub et al.: J. Comp. Neurol. 246:527-543, 1986). An analysis of thymidine-labeled retinas indicate that cells destined for the gerbil retinal ganglion cell layer are generated for at least 12 embryonic days, twice the duration in the hamster. The period of cell loss in the gerbil retinal ganglion cell layer extends for at least 14 postnatal days, more than twice as long as in the hamster. The gerbil retina is generated in a center-to-periphery gradient for both retinal ganglion cells and displaced amacrine cells, while no such gradients are evident in the hamster retina. We conclude that the longer developmental period of the gerbil is associated with 1) a longer period of neurogenesis resulting in greater retinal cell number, 2) the expression of spatial gradients in neurogenesis, and 3) a larger eye at maturity. The last two factors, in part, may be related to the development of a highly differentiated area centralis and visual streak in the retina of this rodent. Unrelated to duration of growth, early differences in retinal shape between these two species contributes to the development of retinal topography. The gerbil, but not the hamster retina, is initially asymmetric, longer in its nasotemporal than its dorsoventral dimension. The gerbil retina then grows asymmetrically, producing a spherical retina, and coincident in time, a nasotemporally extended visual streak.